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The Case for a Progressive Tax: From Basic 





This paper presents the case for tax progressivity based on recent results in optimal tax theory. 
We consider the optimal progressivity of earnings taxation and whether capital income should 
be taxed. We critically discuss the academic research on these topics and when and how the 
results can be used for policy recommendations. We argue that a result from basic research is 
relevant for policy only if (a) it is based on economic mechanisms  that are empirically 
relevant and first order to the problem, (b) it is reasonably robust to changes in the modeling 
assumptions, (c) the policy prescription is implementable (i.e., is socially acceptable and is 
not too complex). We obtain three policy recommendations from basic research that satisfy 
these criteria reasonably well. First, very high earners should be subject to high and rising 
marginal tax rates on earnings. Second, low income families should be encouraged to work 
with earnings subsidies, which should then be phased-out with high implicit marginal tax 
rates. Third, capital income should be taxed. We explain why the famous zero marginal tax 
rate result for the top earner in the Mirrlees model and the zero capital income tax rate results 
of Chamley-Judd and Atkinson-Stiglitz are not policy relevant in our view. 
JEL-Code: H210. 
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The fair distribution of the tax burden has long been a central issue in policy 
making. A large academic literature has developed models of optimal tax theory to cast 
light on the problem of optimal tax progressivity. In this paper, we explore the path from 
basic research results in optimal tax theory to formulating policy recommendations.   
  Models in optimal tax theory typically posit that the tax system should maximize 
a social welfare function subject to a government budget constraint and taking into 
account that individuals respond to taxes and transfers. Social welfare is larger when 
resources are more equally distributed, but redistributive taxes and transfers can 
negatively affect incentives to work, save, and earn income in the first place. This creates 
the classical trade-off between equity and efficiency which is at the core of the optimal 
income tax problem. In general, optimal tax analyses maximize social welfare as a 
function of individual utilities--the sum of utilities in the utilitarian case. The marginal 
weight for a given person in the social welfare function measures the value of an 
additional dollar of consumption expressed in terms of public funds. Such welfare 
weights depend on the level of redistribution and are decreasing with income whenever 
society values more equality of income. Therefore, optimal income tax theory is first a 
normative theory that shows how a social welfare objective combines with constraints 
arising from limits on resources and behavioral responses to taxation in order to derive 
specific tax policy recommendations. In addition, optimal income tax theory can be used 
to evaluate current policies and suggest avenues for reform. Understanding what would 
be good policy, if implemented, is a key step in making policy recommendations. 
When done well, moving from mathematical results, theorems or calculated 
examples, to policy recommendations is a subtle process. The nature of a model is to be a 
limited picture of reality.  This has two implications.  First, a model may be good for one 
question and bad for another, depending on the robustness of the answers to the 
inaccuracies of the model, which will naturally vary with the question.  Second, 
tractability concerns imply that simultaneous consideration of multiple models is 
appropriate since different aspects of reality can be usefully highlighted in different 
models; hence our reliance on trying to draw inferences simultaneously from multiple 
models.   
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In our view, a theoretical result can be fruitfully used as part of forming a policy 
recommendation only if three conditions are met. First, the result should be based on an 
economic mechanism that is empirically relevant and first order to the problem at hand. 
Second, the result should be reasonably robust to changes in the modeling assumptions. 
In particular, people have very heterogeneous tastes and there are many departures from 
the rational model, especially in the realm of intertemporal choice. Therefore, we should 
view with suspicion results that depend critically on very strong homogeneity or 
rationality assumptions. Deriving optimal tax formulas as a function of a few empirically 
estimable "sufficient statistics" is a natural way to approach those first two conditions. 
Third, the tax policy prescription needs to be implementable—that is, the tax policy 
needs to be socially acceptable and not too complex relative to the modeling of tax 
administration and individual responses to tax law. By socially acceptable, we do not 
mean to limit the choice to currently politically plausible policy options. Rather, we mean 
that there are not very widely held normative views that make such policies seem 
implausible and inappropriate at pretty much all times. For example, a policy prescription 
such as taxing height (Mankiw and Weinzierl, 2010) is obviously not socially acceptable 
because it violates certain horizontal equity concerns that do not appear in basic models. 
The complexity constraint can also be an issue when optimal taxes depend in a complex 
way on the full history of earnings and consumption, as in some recent path-breaking 
papers on optimal dynamic taxation. 
We obtain three policy recommendations from basic research that we believe can 
satisfy these three criteria reasonably well. First, very high earners should be subject to 
high and rising marginal tax rates on earnings. In particular, we discuss why the famous 
zero marginal tax rate at the top of the earnings distribution is not policy relevant. 
Second, the earnings of low income families should be subsidized and those subsidies 
should then be phased-out with high implicit marginal tax rates. This result follows 
because labor supply responses of low earners are concentrated along the margin of 
whether to participate in labor markets at all (the extensive as opposed to the intensive 
margin). These two results combined imply that the optimal profile of transfers and taxes 
is highly nonlinear and cannot be well approximated by a flat tax along with lump sum 
“demogrants.” Third, we argue that capital income should be taxed. We will review  
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certain theoretical results—in particular, those of Atkinson and Stiglitz (1976), Chamley 
(1986), and Judd (1985)—implying no capital income taxes, and argue that these findings 
are not robust enough to be policy relevant. In the end, persuasive arguments for taxing 
capital income are that there are difficulties in practice in distinguishing between capital 
and labor incomes, that borrowing constraints make full reliance on labor taxes less 
efficient, and that savings rates are heterogeneous.   
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, we consider the taxation 
of very high earners, second, the taxation of low earners, and third, the taxation of capital 
income. We conclude with a discussion of methodology, contrasting optimal tax and 
mechanism design (“new dynamic public finance”) approaches. In an appendix, we 
contrast our lessons from optimal tax theory with those of Mankiw, Weinzierl, and Yagan 
(2009) recently published in the Journal of Economic Perspectives.  
  
Recommendation 1:  Very high earnings should be subject to rising 
marginal rates and higher rates than current U.S. policy for top 
earners.   
 
The share of total income going to the top 1 percent of income earners (those with 
annual income above roughly about $400,000 in 2007) has increased dramatically from 9 
percent in 1970 to 23.5 percent in 2007, the highest level on record since 1928 and much 
higher than in European countries, or Japan today (Piketty and Saez, 2003; Atkinson, 
Piketty, and Saez, 2011). Although the average federal individual income tax rate of top 
percentile tax filers was 22.4 percent, the top percentile paid 40.4 percent of total federal 
individual income taxes in 2007 (IRS, 2009). Therefore, the taxation of very high earners 
is a central aspect of the tax policy debate not only for equity reasons but also for revenue 
raising. For example, setting aside behavioral responses for a moment, increasing the 
average tax rate on the top percentile from 22.4 percent (as of 2007) to 29.4 percent 
would raise revenue by 1 percentage point of GDP.
1 Indeed, even increasing the average 
                                                 
1 In 2007, the top percentile of income earners paid $450 billion in federal individual taxes (IRS, 2009), or 
3.2 percent of the $14,078 billion in GDP for 2007. Hence, increasing the average tax rate on the top 
percentile from 22.4 to 29.4 percent would raise $141 billion or 1 percent of GDP.  
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tax rate of the top percentile to 43.5 percent, which would be sufficient to raise revenue 
by 3 percentage points of GDP, would still leave the after-tax income share of the top 
percentile more than twice as high as in 1970.
2 Of course, increasing upper income tax 
rates can discourage economic activity through behavioral responses, and hence 
potentially reduce tax collections, creating the standard equity-efficiency trade-off 
discussed in the introduction. 
 
The Optimal Top Marginal Tax Rate 
For the U.S. economy, the current top income marginal tax rate on earnings is 
about 42.5 percent, combining the top federal marginal income tax bracket of 35 percent 
with the Medicare tax and average state taxes on income and sales.
3 As shown in Saez 
(2001), the optimal top marginal tax rate is straightforward to derive. Denote the tax rate 
in the top bracket by . Figure 1 shows how the optimal tax rate is derived. The 
horizontal axis of the figure shows pre-tax income, while the vertical axis shows 
disposable income. The original top tax bracket is shown by the solid line. As depicted, 
consider a tax reform which increases  by Δ above the income level z*.  To evaluate 
this change we need to consider the effects on revenue and social welfare. Ignoring 
behavioral responses at first, this reform mechanically raises additional revenue by an 
amount equal to the change in the tax rate (Δmultiplied by the number of people to 
whom the higher rate applies (N*) multiplied by the amount by which the average 
income of this group (zm) is above the cut-off income level (z*) so that the additional 
                                                 
2 The average federal individual tax rate paid by the top percentile was 25.7 percent in 1970 (Piketty and 
Saez, 2007) and 22.4 percent in 2007 (IRS, 2009).  The overall average federal individual tax rate was 12.5 
percent in 1970 and 12.7 percent in 2007. The pre-tax income share for the top percentile of tax filers was 9 
percent in 1970 and 23.5 percent in 2007. Hence, the top 1 percent after-tax income share was 
7.6%=9%*(1-.257)/(1-.125)) in 1970 and  20.9%=23.5% x (1-.224)/(1-.127) in 2007, and would have been 
16.1%=23.5% x (1-.435)/(1-.177) with a tax rate of 43.5 percent on the top percentile (which would 
increase the average tax rate to 17.7 percent). 
3 The top tax rate  is 42.5 percent for ordinary labor income when combining the top federal individual tax 
rate of 35 percent, uncapped Medicare taxes of 2.9 percent, and an average combined state top income tax 
rate of 5.86 percent and average sales tax rate of 2.32 percent. The average across states is computed using 
state weights equal to the fraction of filers with adjusted gross income above $200,000 that reside in the 
state as of 2007 (IRS, 2009). The 2.32 percent average sales tax rate is estimated as 40 percent of the 
average nominal sales tax rate across states (as the average sales tax base is about 40 percent of total 
personal consumption) As the 1.45 percent employer Medicare tax is deductible for both federal and state 
incomes taxes, and state income taxes are deductible for federal income taxes, we have ((1-.35) x (1-
.0586)-.0145)/(1.0145 x1.0232)=.575 and hence  =42.5 percent.  
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revenue is  N* [zm -z*]. As we shall see, the top tail of the income distribution is 
closely approximated by a Pareto distribution characterized by a power law density of the 
form C/z
1+a where a>1 is the Pareto parameter. Such distributions have the key property 
that the ratio zm/z* is the same for all z* in the top tail and equal to a/(a-1). For the U.S. 
economy, the cutoff for the top percentile of tax filers is approximately $400,000 and the 
average income for this group is approximately $1.2 million, so that zm/z*=3 and hence 
a=1.5.  
Raising the tax rate on the top percentile obviously reduces the utility of high 
income tax filers. If we denote by g the social marginal value of $1 of consumption for 
top income earners (measured relative to government revenue), the direct welfare cost is 
g multiplied by the change in tax revenue collected.
4 Because the government values 
redistribution, the social marginal value of consumption for top-bracket tax filers is small 
relative to that of the average person in the economy so that g is small and as a first 
approximation can be ignored. A utilitarian social welfare criterion with marginal utility 
of consumption declining to zero, the most commonly used specification in optimal tax 
models, has this implication. For example, if the social value of utility is logarithmic in 
consumption, then social marginal welfare weights are inversely proportional to 
consumption. In that case, the social marginal utility at the $1,364,000 average income of 
the top 1 percent in 2007 (Piketty and Saez, 2003) is only 3.9 percent of the social 
marginal utility of the median family, with income $52,700 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2009).  
Behavioral responses can be captured by the elasticity e of reported income with 
respect to the net-of-tax rate 1-. By definition, e measures the percent increase in 
average reported income zm when the net-of-tax rate increases by 1 percent.
5 At the 
optimum, the marginal gain from increasing tax revenue with no behavioral response and 
the marginal loss from the behavioral reaction must be equal to each other. Ignoring the 
social value of marginal consumption of top earners, the optimal top tax rate * is given 
by the formula 
                                                 
4 Formally, g is the weighted average of social marginal weights on top earners, with weights proportional 
to income in the top bracket. 
5 Formally, this elasticity is an income weighted average of the individual elasticities across the N* top 
bracket tax filers. It is also a mix of income and substitution effects as the reform creates both income and 
substitution effects in the top bracket.  Saez (2001) provides an exact decomposition.  
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   *=1/(1+a e). 
The optimal top tax rate * is the tax rate that maximizes tax revenue from top bracket 
taxpayers.
6 Since the goal of the marginal rates on very high incomes is to get revenue in 
order to hold down taxes on lower earners, this equation does not depend on the total 
revenue needs of the government. Any top tax rate above * would be (second-best) 
Pareto inefficient as reducing tax rates at the top would both increase tax revenue and the 
welfare of top earners.  
An increase in the marginal tax rate only at a single income level in the upper tail 
increases the deadweight burden (decreases revenue because of reduced earnings) at that 
income level but raises revenue from all those with higher earnings without altering their 
marginal tax rates.  The optimal tax rate balances these two effects – the increased 
deadweight burden at the income level and the increased revenue from all higher levels.   
* is decreasing with the elasticity e (which affects the deadweight burden) and the 
Pareto parameter a, which measures the thinness of the top of the income distribution and 
so the ratio of those above a tax level to the income of those at the tax level.  
  The solid line in Figure 2 depicts the empirical ratio a=zm/(zm-z*)  with z* ranging 
from $0 to $1,000,000 in annual income using U.S. tax return micro-data for 2005. We 
use “adjusted gross income” from tax returns as our income definition. The central 
finding is that a is extremely stable for z* above $300,000 (and around 1.5). The 
excellent Pareto fit of the top tail of the distribution has been well known for over a 
century since the pioneering work of Pareto (1896) and verified in many countries and 
many periods, as summarized in Atkinson, Piketty, and Saez (2011) .  
  If we assume that the elasticity e is roughly constant across earners at the top of 
the distribution, the formula =1/(1+a e) shows that the optimal top tax rate is 
independent of z* within the top tail (and is also the asymptotic optimal marginal tax rate 
coming out of the standard nonlinear optimal tax model of Mirrlees, 1971). That is, the 
optimal marginal tax rate is approximately the same over the range of very high incomes 
                                                 
6 If a positive social weight g>0 is set on top earners marginal consumption, then the optimal rate is =(1-
g)/(1-g+a e)<*. With plausible weights that are small relative to the weight on an average earner, the 
optimal tax does not change much.  
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where the distribution is Pareto and the marginal social weight on consumption is small.
7 
This makes the optimal tax formula quite general and useful. 
 
The Tax Elasticity of Top Incomes  
The key remaining empirical ingredient to implement the formula for the optimal 
tax rate is the elasticity e of top incomes with respect to the net-of-tax rate. With the 
Pareto parameter a=1.5, if e=.25, a mid-range estimate from the empirical literature, then 
*=1/(1+1.5 x .25)=73 percent, substantially higher than the current 42.5 percent top US 
marginal tax rate (combining all taxes).
8 The current rate =42.5 percent would be 
optimal only if the elasticity e were extremely high, equal to 0.9.
9  
  Before turning to empirical estimates, we review some of the interpretation issues 
that arise when moving beyond the simplest version of the Mirrlees (1971) model.  In the 
Mirrlees model there is a single tax on each individual.  With many taxes, for example in 
many periods, the key measure is the response of the present discounted value of all 
taxes, not the response of revenue in a single year.  This observation matters given 
significant control of some people over the timing of taxes, and over the forms in which 
income might be received. Also, because the basic Mirrlees model has no tax-deductible 
charitable giving, a tax-induced change in taxable income involves only distortions from 
reduced earnings. However, when an increase in marginal tax rates leads to an increase in 
charitable giving, the gain to the recipients needs to be incorporated in the efficiency 
measure (Saez, 2004).  Other tax deductions are more difficult to consider.  In the 
Mirrlees model, compensation equals the marginal product.  In bargaining settings or 
with asymmetric information, people may not receive their marginal products. Thus, 
effort is responding to a price that is higher or lower than marginal product, and the tax 
rate itself may affect the gap between compensation and marginal product.   
The large literature using tax reforms to estimate the elasticity relevant for the 
optimal tax formula has focused primarily on the response of reported income, either 
                                                 
7 If the elasticity e does not vary by income level, then the Pareto parameter a does not vary with . If the 
elasticity varies by income, the Pareto parameter a might depend on the top tax rate The formula 
*=1/(1+a e) is still valid in that case, but determining * would require knowing how a varies with .  
8 Using g* of .04, the optimal tax rate decreases by about 1 percentage point. 
9 Alternatively, if the elasticity is e=.25, then =42.5 percent is optimal only if the marginal consumption of 
very high income earners is highly valued, with g=.72.  
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“adjusted gross income” or “taxable income,” to net-of-tax rates. Saez, Slemrod, and 
Giertz (2011) offer a recent survey, while Slemrod (2000) looks at studies focusing on 
the rich. The behavioral elasticity is due to real economic responses such as labor supply, 
business creation, or savings decisions, but also tax avoidance and evasion responses. A 
number of studies have shown large and quick responses of reported incomes along the 
tax avoidance margin at the top of the distribution, but no compelling study to date has 
shown substantial responses along the real economic responses margin among top 
earners. For example, in the United States, realized capital gains surged in 1986 in 
anticipation of the increase in the capital gains tax rate after the Tax Reform Act of 1986 
(Auerbach, 1988). Similarly, exercises of stock options surged in 1992 before the 1993 
top rate increase took place (Goolsbee, 2000). The Tax Reform Act of 1986 also led to a 
shift from corporate to individual income as it became more advantageous to be 
organized as a business taxed solely at the individual level rather than as a corporation 
taxed first at the corporate level (Slemrod, 1996; Gordon and Slemrod, 2000). Gruber and 
Saez (2002) is often cited for its substantial taxable income elasticity estimate (e=0.57) at 
the top of the distribution. However, they also found a small elasticity (e=0.17) for 
income before any deductions, even at the top of the distribution (Table 9, p. 24).  
When a tax system offers tax avoidance or evasion opportunities, the tax base in a 
given year is quite sensitive to tax rates, so that the elasticity e is large, and the optimal 
top tax rate is correspondingly low. Two important qualifications must be made. First, as 
mentioned above, many of the tax avoidance channels such as re-timing or income 
shifting produce changes in tax revenue in other periods or other tax bases—called “tax 
externalities”—and hence do not decrease the optimal tax rate. Saez, Slemrod, Giertz 
(2011) provide formulas showing how the optimal top tax rate should be modified in such 
cases. Second, and most important, the tax avoidance or evasion component of the 
elasticity e is not an immutable parameter and can be reduced through base broadening 
and tax enforcement (Slemrod and Kopczuk, 2002; Kopczuk, 2005). Thus, the distinction 
between real responses and tax avoidance responses is critical for tax policy. As an 
illustration using the different elasticity estimates of Gruber and Saez (2002) for high 
income earners mentioned above, the optimal top tax rate using the current taxable 
income base (and ignoring tax externalities) would be *=1/(1+1.5 x 0.57)=54 percent  
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while the optimal top tax rate using a broader income base with no deductions would be 
*=1/(1+1.5 x 0.17)=80 percent. Taking as fixed state and payroll tax rates, such rates 
correspond to top federal income tax rates equal to 48 and 76 percent, respectively. 
Although considerable uncertainty remains in the estimation of the long-run behavioral 
responses to top tax rates (Saez, Slemrod, Giertz, 2011), the elasticity e=0.57 is a 
conservative upper bound estimate of the distortion of top U.S. tax rates. Therefore, the 
case for higher rates at the top appears robust in the context of this model.  
 
Link with the Zero Top Rate Result 
Formally, zm/z* reaches 1 when z* reaches the level of income of the single 
highest income earner, in which case a=zm/(zm-z*) is infinite and indeed *=1/(1+a e)=0, 
which is the famous zero top rate result first demonstrated by Sadka (1976) and Seade 
(1977). However, notice that this result applies only to the very top income earner; its 
lack of wider applicability can be verified empirically using tax data.
10 If one makes the 
reasonable assumption that the level of top earnings is not known in advance, and instead 
consider having potential earnings drawn randomly from an underlying Pareto 
distribution then (as we show in the Appendix available on-line with this paper at 
<http://e-jep.org>), with the budget constraint satisfied in expectation, the formula, 
*=1/(1+a e), remains the natural optimum tax rate. This finding implies that the zero top 
rate result and its corollary that marginal tax rates should decline at the top have no 




Should Marginal Tax Rates Rise with Income?  
                                                 
10 If, for example, the second highest income is only one-half of the highest earner then zm/z*=2 (and hence 
a=2) when z* is just above the second highest earner so that convergence of zm/z* to one really happens 
only between the top and second highest earner. The IRS publishes statistics on the top 400 taxpayers (IRS, 
2009b). In 2007, the threshold to be a top 400 taxpayer was $138.8m and the average income of top 400 
taxpayers was $344.8m so that a=1.67 at z*=$138.8m, very close to the value of 1.5 at the top percentile 
threshold, and still very far from the infinite value it takes at the very top income. 
11 With a known finite distribution, the marginal tax rate at the top is zero, but the average tax rate between 
the highest and second highest earners is so large that highest earner gets no additional utility from being 
more productive than the next highest earner.  
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Assuming away income effects on labor supply, the optimal marginal tax rate 
formula at any income level (applying to the combination of all taxes) takes a form that 
can be expressed directly as a function of the income distribution as follows (Diamond, 
1998): 
   T'(z)=[1-G(z)]/[1-G(z)+z) e(z)] 
where e(z) is the elasticity of incomes with respect to the net-of-tax rate at income level 
z, G(z) is the average social marginal welfare weight across individuals with income 
above z, and (z)=(zh(z))/(1-H(z)) with h(z) the density of taxpayers at income level z 
and H(z) the fraction of individuals with income below z.
12  The expression (z) reflects 
the ratio of the total income of those affected by the marginal tax rate at z relative to the 
numbers of people at higher income levels. A derivation of the optimal formula is 
presented in an appendix available with this paper at <http://e-jep.org>. 
 For  Pareto  distributions,  (z) is constant and equal to the Pareto parameter. 
However, the empirical U.S. income distribution is not a Pareto distribution at lower 
income levels. The (z) term is depicted in dotted line on Figure 2 for the empirical 2005 
U.S. income distribution.  It is inversely U-shaped, reaching a maximum of 2.17 at 
z=$135,000, then decreasing and staying approximately constant around 1.5 above 
z=$400,000. Because social welfare weights are lower for higher incomes, G(z) decreases 
with z. Therefore, assuming a constant elasticity e across income groups, the formula 
implies that the optimal marginal tax rates should increase with income in the upper part 
of the distribution. This result was theoretically established by Diamond (1998) and 
confirmed by all subsequent simulations which use a Pareto distribution at the top as in 
Saez (2001) or Mankiw et al. (2009). Quantitatively, this increase is substantial. For 
example, assuming again an elasticity e=.25, and that G(z)=0.5 at z=$100,000 
corresponding to the top decile threshold where , we would have T'=49 percent at 
this income, well below the value of 73 percent for the top percentile as calculated above.   
  As discussed above, in the current tax system with many tax avoidance 
opportunities at the higher end, the elasticity e is likely to be higher for top earners than 
                                                 
12 Technically, Saez (2001) shows that h(z) is the density of incomes when the nonlinear tax system is 
linearized at z. Saez (2001) also shows that a similar but more complex formula can be obtained with 
income effects that is quantitatively close.  
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for middle incomes, possibly leading to decreasing marginal tax rates at the top (Gruber 
and Saez, 2002). However, the natural policy response should be to close tax avoidance 




To some readers, proposing marginal income tax rates on the top percentile of 
earners, along with a broadened tax base, in a range from 48 to 76 percent may seem 
implausibly high. One way to judge how seriously to take such numbers is to consider 
whether elements left out in the derivation push for a significantly different answer.  Two 
key omitted elements are the presence of capital income and a longer-run dynamic 
perspective.  
Does the presence of capital income mean that earnings should be taxed 
significantly differently?  When we discuss taxation of capital income in a later section, 
we note that the ability to convert some labor income into capital income is a reason for 
limiting the difference between tax rates on the two types of income—that is, an 
argument against not taxing capital income. Plausibly, it is also an argument for a 
somewhat lower labor income tax, assuming that labor income should be taxed more 
heavily than capital income.  
Perhaps most critically, does an estimate based on a single period model still 
apply when recognizing that people earn and pay income taxes year after year? First, 
earlier decisions such as education and career choices affect later earnings opportunities. 
It is conceivable that a more progressive tax system could reduce incentives to 
accumulate human capital in the first place. The logic of the equity-efficiency trade-off 
would still carry through, but the elasticity e should reflect not only short-run labor 
supply responses but also long-run responses through education and career choices. 
While there is a sizable multi-period optimal tax literature using life-cycle models and 
generating insights, we unfortunately have little compelling empirical evidence to assess 
whether taxes affect earnings though those long-run channels.   
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Second, there is significant uncertainty in future earnings. Such uncertainty gives 
an insurance role for earnings taxation and, as we shall see, also has consequences for the 
taxation of savings.
13 However, the applicability of results for policy seems unclear to us.  
 
Recommendation 2:  Tax (and transfer) policy toward low earners 
should include subsidization of earnings and should phase out the 
subsidization at a relatively high rate. 
 
Transfers are naturally integrated with taxes in an optimal tax problem. Such 
transfers often take the general form of a maximum benefit for those with no income, 
which is phased-out at high rates as earnings increase. For example, in the United States, 
TANF (Temporary Aid to Needy Families) and SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition 
Assistance Program, formerly known as Food Stamps) operate in this way. A growing 
fraction of means-tested transfers is now administered through refundable tax credits 
such as the EITC (Earned Income Tax Credit) or the Child Tax Credit. Such programs are 
typically first phased-in and then phased-out with earnings so that benefits are 
concentrated on low income working families instead of those with no earnings. Many 
studies have found compelling evidence of substantial labor supply responses to transfers 
along the extensive margin of whether or not to work. For example, the EITC expansions 
have encouraged labor force participation of U.S. single mothers (Meyer, 2010). 
However, there is much less compelling evidence of behavioral responses along the 
intensive margin—that is, hours of work on the job—for lower income earners. As we 
shall see, these facts play a critical role in the optimal profile of transfers. 
 
Intensive Elasticities  
In the Mirrlees (1971) model, behavioral responses take place only through the 
intensive margin of the number of hours worked. In that context, it is optimal to provide 
income to those with no earnings, which is then phased out with earnings, possibly at a 
                                                 
13 The “new dynamic public finance” analyzes such settings using mechanism design. The new dynamic 
public finance has made recent progress on the optimal labor income taxation in the dynamic context. See 
Farhi and Werning (2010b) and Golosov, Troshkin, and Tsyvinski (2009).  
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high rate—which acts as an implicit tax (see the on-line appendix with this paper at 
<http://e-jep.org> for a derivation). The intuition is that a high phase-out rate allows the 
government to target transfers to the most disadvantaged families. A high phase-out rate 
does reduce earnings for low income families, because they reduce hours worked. 
However, because earnings of those in the phase-out are small to start with, this elasticity 
applies to a low income base. Therefore, increasing the maximum benefit (to those with 
no earnings) and increasing the phase-out rate is desirable for redistribution and the 
behavioral responses create modest fiscal costs relative to the redistributive gains, as long 
as the phase-out rate is not too high. Hence, the Mirrlees model of optimal income 
taxation generates traditional welfare where benefits are concentrated on non-earners 
with high phase-out rates on low-income workers. 
 
Extensive Elasticities 
However, the optimality of traditional welfare with a high phase-out rate depends 
critically on the absence of labor supply responses along the extensive margin, that is, 
whether or not to work. If labor supply responses are concentrated along the extensive 
margin, then it is optimal to give higher transfers to low income workers than non-
workers, which amounts to a negative phase-out rate, as with the current Earned Income 
Tax Credit (Diamond, 1980; Saez, 2002a). 
 To see this, suppose the government starts from a transfer scheme with a positive 
phase-out rate—that is, the transfer is gradually reduced as earned income rises—and 
introduces a small additional in-work benefit for low-income workers. Ignoring 
behavioral responses, such a reform is desirable if the government values redistribution to 
low income earners. If behavioral responses are solely along the extensive margin, this 
reform induces some non-workers to start working to take advantage of the in-work 
benefit. However, because we start from a situation with a positive phase-out rate, this 
behavioral response increases tax revenue as low income workers still end up receiving a 
smaller transfer than non-workers. Hence, with the availability of a desirable 
redistribution and a gain in revenue from the behavioral response, a positive phase-out 
rate is not optimal (we provide a more detailed graphical derivation in the on-line 
appendix.)   
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  In practice, both extensive and intensive elasticities are present. An intensive 
margin response would induce slightly higher earners to reduce labor supply to take 
advantage of the in-work benefit, reducing tax revenue. Therefore, the government has to 
trade-off the two effects. If, as empirical studies show, the extensive elasticity of 
choosing whether to participate in the labor market is large for those with low incomes 
relative to the intensive elasticity of choosing how many hours to work, initially low (or 
even negative) phase-out rates combined with high positive phase-out rates further up the 
distribution would be the optimal profile.  
  In recent decades in most high-income countries, a concern arose that traditional 
welfare programs overly discouraged work and there has been a marked shift toward 
lowering the marginal tax rate at the bottom through a combination of: a) introduction 
and then expansion of in-work benefits such as the Earned Income Tax Credit in the 
United States; b) reduction of the statutory phase-out rates in transfer programs for 
earned income as under the U.S. welfare reform; and c) reduction of payroll taxes for low 
income earners as in the recent U.S. Making Work Pay credit. Those reforms are 
consistent with the logic of optimal taxation we have outlined, as they both encourage 
labor force participation and provide transfers to low income workers seen as a deserving 
group. 
 
Recommendation 3:  Capital income should be taxed.   
 
With the standard model for static labor supply decisions, the simplicity of a one-
period model and the extensive empirical literature on labor supply elasticities, it is 
possible to provide useful quantitative analysis of optimal marginal tax rates.  In contrast, 
the literature on saving behavior sees a wide variety of basic behaviors, more widely 
varying elasticity estimates, and a complexity that comes from the importance of the 
future for decisions affected by capital income taxation.  Thus, we limit our discussion to 
a single qualitative recommendation: capital income should be subject to significant 
taxation.  This conclusion is important in light of repeated calls for not taxing capital 
income.   
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Academic arguments against capital income taxation typically draw on one or 
both of two theoretical analyses: (1) the theorem that the optimum has no asymptotic 
long-run taxation of capital income in Chamley (1986) and Judd (1985); and (2) the 
theorem that the optimum has no taxation of capital income in Atkinson and Stiglitz 
(1976).
14  For lengthier discussion of these arguments, see Banks and Diamond (2010). 
We address each of these in turn. We then address four arguments for positive taxation of 
capital income: the difficulty of distinguishing between capital and labor incomes, the 
positive correlation between earnings opportunities and savings propensities, the role of 
capital income taxes in easing the tax burden on those who are borrowing constrained, 
and the role of discouraging savings in encouraging later labor supply in the presence on 
uncertain future wage rates.   
 
Chamley and Judd 
In the models analyzed in Chamley (1986) and Judd (1985), with infinitely-lived 
agents, an asymptotically zero tax on capital income is optimal.  In order to appreciate the 
relevance of this result for policy purposes, one needs to understand the logic of the 
result, and particularly its robustness to key assumptions. As pointed out in Judd (1999), 
the logic for the result is straightforward. A constant capital income tax rate creates a 
growing tax wedge between current consumption and future consumption as the horizon 
grows. With interest rate r and no capital income taxes, a dollar today is worth (1+r)
T 
after T years.  If an investor is subject to an annual tax at rate   on capital income, then 
the investor can convert one unit of consumption today into only ((1+(1-)r)
T units after 
T years. Hence, the tax wedge 1-(1+(1-)r)
T/(1+r)
T grows with T.
15 For example, with 
                                                 
14  The aggregate efficiency theorem in Diamond and Mirrlees (1971) is sometimes cited as support for not 
taxing capital income. Taxes on transactions between households and firms (that do not vary with the 
particular firm) do not interfere with production efficiency.  While taxing all capital income of households 
will generally change the level of savings, and so investment, it does not move the economy inside the 
production possibility frontier.  Thus, the aggregate efficiency theorem, that the optimum is on the 
production frontier, has no direct implications relative to taxing the capital income of households.  
15 While interest income and dividends are taxed in this compounding way, the same is not true for capital 
gains that are taxed on a realization basis.  Nor is it true for tax-favored retirement saving, such as IRA or 
401(k) accounts.    
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r=.05 and =30 percent, the tax wedge is a modest 13.4 percent when T=10 but is a 
substantial 43.8 percent when T=40. In order to avoid tax compounding that grows 
without limit as the horizon extends, the optimal average rate must go to zero, although 
no individual tax rate needs to be zero.  
Therefore, the result relies critically on the assumption that individuals make 
consistent rational decisions about savings behavior across very long horizons, as in the 
standard intertemporal model. When agents have long horizons, modeling their current 
decision-making using an infinite horizon model can be mathematically more tractable 
while doing little violence to conclusions that relate to current behavior.  In contrast, 
substituting an infinite-horizon decision maker for a sequence of finite-horizon decision 
makers can make a large difference in the asymptotic position of the economy. In an 
overlapping generations model with no bequests and so no dynastic linkage, the optimal 
capital income tax is generally not zero, even in the long-run (Diamond, 1973; Atkinson 
and Sandmo, 1980).  Thus, the strong asymptotic zero tax result of Chamley and Judd 
requires that rational intertemporal decision making not only holds for entire lifetimes, 
but extends across dynasties. Both assumptions have been heavily challenged in the 
empirical literature. 
First, the recent behavioral economics literature has cast much doubt on the 
standard model of intertemporal decision making for a significant fraction of the 
population. A growing body of empirical work shows that savings decisions are heavily 
influenced by psychological elements (such as self-control) or minor transaction costs 
(like the default effects in employer-sponsored 401(k) plans). 
Second, empirical analyses of gifts and bequests, while clearly showing concerns 
about heirs, are not supportive of the rigorous version of the dynasty model required for 
the Chamley-Judd result. People leave bequests for many reasons: unintended bequests 
due to lack of annuitization or love of wealth accumulation per se, intended bequests 
arising out of bargaining with heirs, “warm glow” preferences, or altruism. The optimal 
tax treatment of bequests depends heavily on the mechanism behind bequests (Cremer 
and Pestieau, 2004, provide a survey). For example, unintended bequests should be taxed 
heavily because they do not affect donors and inheritances induce donees to work less  
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through income effects. In contrast, if bequests are altruistic and the social planner takes 
into account both parents’ and kids’ welfare (as opposed to parents’ only in the traditional 
dynastic model), then it can be desirable to subsidize bequests, especially among the poor 
(Farhi and Werning, 2010a). The dynastic model reflects special forms of both altruism 
and the social welfare function and hence likely captures only one aspect of bequest 
behavior.  
Rejecting the policy relevance of the zero taxation result does not remove the 
relevance of the compounding of capital income taxes noted above.  This concern adds 
support to the case for tax-favored retirement savings accounts coming from concern of 
inadequate savings by some (because saving for retirement involves long horizons). 
Conversely, the presence of such accounts supports higher taxation of capital income 
than without such a savings option.  
Another straightforward conclusion coming out of the Chamley-Judd model is 
that it is better to tax existing wealth rather than future capital income, because a tax on 
current wealth is lump-sum, while a tax on future capital income distorts intertemporal 
choices. While the asymptotic zero capital income tax result has drawn great attention, 
the initial result is largely ignored for policy purposes, although the same perspective, 
clearly stated in the literature, lies behind arguments for switching from income taxation 
to consumption taxation in overlapping generation models as a way to transfer wealth 
away from older cohorts at the time of tax implementation with little in the way of 
distorting incentives (Auerbach, Kotlikoff, and Skinner, 1983). However, taxing initial 
wealth as much as the available tax tools allow (whether as a wealth tax or a capital 
income tax) strains the relevance of the assumption that the government is committed to a 
policy that this taxation of wealth will not be repeated.  While introducing a value-added 
tax is not likely to have such an effect, without a credible commitment (which may not be 
possible), confiscatory wealth taxation would adversely affect saving behavior and have 
serious efficiency costs because of concerns that such taxation will return. In short, we do 
not believe that the modeling assumptions behind the Chamley and Judd results are 
strong enough to support drawing policy lessons about the appropriate taxation of capital. 
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Atkinson and Stiglitz 
In a two-period model with one period of work, the Atkinson-Stiglitz theorem 
(1976) states that when the available tax tools include nonlinear earnings taxes, 
differential taxation of first- and second-period consumption is not optimal if two key 
conditions are satisfied: 1) all consumers have preferences that are separable between 
consumption and labor; and 2) all consumers have the same sub-utility function of 
consumption. The underlying logic behind the result starts with the observation that the 
incentive to earn comes from the utility achievable from consumption purchases with 
after-tax earnings.  With separable preferences and the same subutilities for everyone, 
differential consumption taxation can not accomplish any distinction among those with 
different earnings abilities beyond what is already accomplishable by the earnings tax, 
but would have an added efficiency cost from distorting spending choices.  Thus the use 
of distorting taxes on consumption is a more costly way of providing the incentives for 
the “optimal” earnings pattern in equilibrium.
16 In this two-period model, differential 
consumption taxation is the same thing as capital taxation.  
While the Atkinson-Stiglitz theorem requires an absence of a systematic pattern 
between earnings abilities and savings propensities, there appears to be a positive 
correlation between labor skill level (wage rate) and savings propensities.  With this 
plausible assumption, implying that those with higher earnings abilities save more out of 
any given income, then taxation of saving helps with the equity-efficiency tradeoff by 
being a source of indirect evidence about who has higher earnings abilities and thus 
contributes to more efficient redistributive taxation (Saez, 2002b).
17  
                                                 
16 Laroque (2005) and Kaplow (2006) provide an elegant and straightforward proof of this point. They 
show that one can always move to a system of non-distorting consumer taxes coupled with an appropriate 
modification of the earned income tax and generate more government revenue while leaving every 
consumer with the same utility and the same labor supply.   
17 Banks and Diamond (2010) review evidence on the relationship between savings and skill levels as well 
as psychological evidence on discount factors.   Empirical studies of savings behavior mostly find that 
those with higher lifetime incomes do save more, but that the full pattern of savings requires considerable 
complexity in the underlying model (including uncertainties about earnings and medical expenses, asset 
tested programs, differential availability of savings vehicles, and bequest motives) to be consistent with the 
different aspects of savings at different ages.  Thus the higher savings rates are consistent with the 
preference assumption of Saez (2002b), but not, by themselves, a basis for necessarily having the discount 
rate pattern that Saez assumes, since these other factors are also present. Golosov, Tsyvinski, and Weinzierl 
(2009) propose a calibration exercise.  
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The dimensionality of worker types (relative to tax tools) matters in models of 
capital income taxation.  This point can be brought out by contrasting the analysis of the 
taxation of capital income in a model with two types of workers in Diamond (2003) with 
that in a model with four types of workers in Diamond and Spinnewijn (2010).  Both 
papers use two-period models and assume additive preferences, with workers varying in 
both skill and discount factor.  With two types, the high earner has no marginal taxes. In 
contrast, with more types of workers and diverse discount rates at each earnings level, 
optimality has taxation of savings of high earners and subsidization of savings of low 
earners.  The underlying logic comes from the incentive compatibility constraints, since 
high discount types are more willing to work than low discount types given the same skill 
and savings taxes. Recognizing the relevance and importance of heterogeneity in 
preferences within and across earnings levels, we reject the direct policy relevance of the 
Atkinson-Stiglitz theorem.    
 
Distinguishing Between Capital and Labor Incomes 
A straightforward argument for taxing capital is that it is often difficult to 
distinguish between capital and labor incomes. For example, people spending time to 
manage their investment portfolios are converting labor time into anticipated capital 
income. In small businesses, profits arise both from the labor of owners and returns on 
assets so that, to some degree, individuals can convert labor income into capital income. 
For example, after the 1993 Finnish tax reform to a dual income tax with a lower rate on 
capital income, there were significant shifts of labor income to capital income among the 
self-employed (Pirttilä and Selin, 2011). In the United States, Gordon and MacKie-
Mason (1995) and Gordon and Slemrod (2000) have found income shifting between the 
corporate tax base and the individual tax base driven by tax differentials. The existence of 
tax differentials between labor and capital also creates pressure to extend the most 
favorable tax treatment to a wider set of incomes. For example, in the United States, 
compensation of private equity and hedge fund managers in the form of a share of profits 
generated on behalf of clients is considered realized capital gains, although it is 
conceptually labor income.  
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The difficulties in telling apart labor and capital income are perhaps the strongest 
reason why governments would be reluctant to completely exempt capital income and tax 
only labor income. Christiansen and Tuomala (2008) examine a model with costly (but 
legal) conversion of labor income into capital income.  Despite preferences that would 
result in a zero tax on capital income in the absence of the ability to shift income, they 
find a positive tax on capital income.  Similarly, the Chamley-Judd result of zero capital 
income taxation does not hold in a model with an inability to distinguish between 
entrepreneurial labor income and capital income in the same basic model (Reis, 2007).  
 
Borrowing Constraints 
The models discussed above had perfect capital markets – including an absence of 
borrowing constraints.
18  But borrowing constraints are relevant for tax policy, providing 
another reason for positive capital income taxation.  Since capital income taxes fall on 
those who are not borrowing constrained (because they have capital), raising revenue 
from a capital income tax allows for a lower earned income tax, including the tax on 
those who are so constrained – allowing for an efficiency gain when taxes are collected. 
For example, Aiyagari (1995) and Chamley (2001) consider borrowing constrained 
agents in an uncertainty setting in an infinitely-lived agent model and show that capital 
income taxation is desirable when consumption is positively correlated with savings.
19   
 
Uncertain Future Earnings 
Uncertainty about future earnings opportunities is large and pervasive (Banks and 
Diamond, 2010).  When some consumption decisions are taken before earnings 
uncertainties are resolved, the Atkinson and Stiglitz (1976) result does not hold and, in a 
two-period model, second-period consumption should be taxed at the margin relative to 
first-period consumption. The underlying logic of this result is that welfare is enhanced 
                                                 
18 Zeldes (1989) shows that, contrary to the predictions of the consumption-smoothing model with no 
liquidity constraints, consumption paths track predictable changes in income for low wealth groups.  
19 This correlation is always positive in the Aiyagari (1995) model with independent and identically 
distributed labor income, but Chamley (2001) shows that the correlation can be negative theoretically.  
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by providing insurance about future earnings opportunities through the tax system.  When 
leisure is a normal good, more savings, ceteris paribus, will tend to reduce work later on.  
Thus, discouraging savings enhances the ability to provide insurance against future poor 
labor market possibilities.  The advantage of discouraging savings is present in models 
with longer time horizons as well.  The extent of insurance is limited by moral hazard 
concerns. 
The literature making this point has two strands.  First, the optimal tax strand 
considers optimal linear taxation of capital income along with optimal nonlinear earnings 
taxes.  Provided an individual’s plan with less future work is accompanied by more 
savings, introducing such taxation raises welfare (Diamond and Mirrlees, 1982, 2000).  A 
second strand commonly called "the new dynamic public finance" (Golosov, 
Kocherlakota, and Tsyvinski, 2003) has made uncertain future earnings opportunities a 
central concern, an element largely lacking in the optimal tax approach.  It uses the 
mechanism design approach of social welfare optimization with the government 
controlling individual consumption and labor, subject to incentive compatibility 
constraints and aggregate resources.  With additive preferences, a robust finding of this 
literature is the “Inverse Euler Equation,” which implies that in the absence of 
restrictions, an individual would want to save more than called for by the socially optimal 
plan.  To implement such an allocation one needs to have a “wedge” reflecting implicit 
marginal taxation of future consumption relative to earlier consumption, and so an 
implicit marginal tax on savings or capital income.  In this way, making it less attractive 
for someone with higher future earnings skills to imitate someone with lower earnings 
skills improves the equity-efficiency tradeoff. 
20 
The mechanism design approach generates the allocation that is optimal, which is 
then supplemented by analysis of ways to implement such an optimum, sometimes using 
                                                 
20 The “Inverse Euler Equation” is that the reciprocal (inverse) of the marginal utility of consumption is 
equal to the expectation of the reciprocal (inverse) of the future marginal utility of consumption—that is,  
    12 1/ ' 1/ ' uc uc  . In a certainty model, the Inverse Euler Equation and the familiar Euler 
Equation are the same.  However, with uncertainty, the marginal utility of present consumption is less than 
the expected marginal utility of future consumption when the Inverse Euler Equation holds.  The Inverse 
Euler Condition comes from optimally balancing the incentives for today’s work coming from additional 
compensation today and from anticipated changes in future resources as a consequence of today’s 
additional earnings, because the inverse of marginal utility is the resource cost of increasing utility.   
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familiar tax tools. For example, Diamond and Mirrlees (1982, 1986) implement this 
approach through the adjustment of retirement benefits as a function of the age at 
retirement in a setting where the alternatives are a particular job or no work at all and 
there is uncertainty about the ability to hold the job.  Implicitly taxing both work and 
savings allows for more redistribution to those who should retire early by discouraging 
savings done in order to take advantage of an early retirement pension. The implicit tax 
comes from a benefit level that grows at less than an actuarially fair rate with continued 
work.  Golosov and Tsyvinski (2006) study optimal disability insurance and recognize a 
role for an asset test, as is widespread in programs for the poor.  However, in a many-
period model with a rich stochastic dynamic pattern of wage rates, full implementation of 
a mechanism design optimum calls for a complex, sophisticated tax structure.  When 
there can be alternative ways to implement a mechanism design optimum, without further 
research, it is not clear which approach sheds light on how to levy taxes in more realistic 
settings with limited tax tools.
21 
The bottom line is that uncertain future earnings opportunities argue against zero 
taxation of capital income, as do savings preference heterogeneity, limited distinctions 
between capital and labor incomes, and borrowing constraints. It is true that these 
arguments are based on life-cycle analyses, and that the empirical literature finds that the 
life-cycle approach, while helpful, is limited in its success in explaining savings behavior.  
The belief that many people do not save enough for their own retirements often leads to 
policies to encourage savings, particularly retirement savings. The most widely employed 
method is some form of forced saving through mandatory contributions to a retirement 
systems. This is often complemented with a combination of taxing capital income and 
having tax-favored retirement savings (including some subsidies) targeted to those liable 
to save too little.   
                                                 
21 An example of a complex implementation is derived in Kocherlakota (2005).  It calls for the taxes in any 
period to depend on the full history of earnings up to that period and has linear capital income tax rates that 
have a regressive relationship to contemporaneous earnings, and which collect no revenue in aggregate.  
This implementation discourages savings by making the return to savings stochastic even though the rate of 
return on investment is determinate. And the regressivity of the tax rate is designed to discourage savings 
by providing a higher return when marginal utility is lower. Werning (2010) proposes a tax implementation 




Public Finance Methodology  
 
If we were helping to set tax policy, we would need to reach concrete conclusions 
on tax bases and tax rates.  In our role as part of the general discussion of taxation that 
may influence the tax-setting process, we look to inform thinking about taxes, without 
necessarily getting to a concrete recommendation.  In deciding what issues to promulgate 
and what supportive arguments to put forth, we draw on parts of the optimal tax 
literature.  We also recognize a role for theoretical analyses in rebutting arguments that 
do not seem to be a good basis for making tax policy.  This approach, drawing on 
multiple research sources for partial insights, seems appropriate given the complexity of 
issues that are relevant for good tax policy, much less the even richer set of issues that 
would also recognize the role of arguments in a complex political process.  
As a good model for addressing the many issues that matter for good tax policy, 
we think of the Meade Report (Meade, 1978).  Chapter 2 of the Report, “The 
Characteristics of a Good Tax Structure,” is divided into six sections: Incentives and 
economic efficiency, Distributional effects, International aspects, Simplicity and costs of 
administration and compliance, Flexibility and stability, and Transitional problems.  To 
consider direct taxation in the United Kingdom, the Meade Committee examined each of 
these issues and then combined the insights into a policy recommendation.  It seems to us 
that economic analysis needs to proceed in a similar fashion.   
Optimality analyses of taxation have flourished in two (mostly) separate research 
communities.  The public economics community has been actively doing optimal tax 
analyses since the mid 1960s, while the macro community, under the banner of “new 
dynamic public finance,” has been active since the mid 1980s.  The standard optimal tax 
analysis begins with a set of allowable tax structures and optimizes the tax rates and/or 
tax bases in the allowable structure.  In contrast, the macro analysts use a mechanism 
design approach, which begins by deriving each individual’s marginal rates of 
substitution consistent with the individual’s optimized consumption and labor allocation - 
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- the best possible allocation that is consistent with agents revealing their underlying 
“types.” The next step is to find a taxation mechanism that can implement this allocation.  
This approach rules out taxes that are modeled as requiring information that the 
government is assumed not to have. A drawback of the mechanism design approach is 
that it allows—indeed, it often prescribes—complex tax structures that are quite unlike 
any existing public policies. For example, the literature typically proceeds on the 
assumption that individuals choose from the allowable set of complete lifetime 
consumption and earnings plans. It then derives optimal tax mechanisms that make taxes 
contingent on every observable variable that may be correlated with the key unobservable 
variable (as in optimal contracting theory, Holmstrom, 1979). The tax faced by a person 
under this approach might typically depend on the complete earnings and consumption 
history of that person, even without recognition of other observable variables.  Just as 
recognizing complexity should limit allowable tools, there is a similar role for public 
perceptions of tax fairness.
 22  
Also, analysts using the two approaches sometimes differ in how they approach 
policy implications.  While the public economics community looks for lessons for diverse 
settings, according to Kocherlakota (2010, p. 1), which provides a comprehensive 
treatment of the new dynamic public finance, “The goal of this book is to figure out at 
least some characteristics of the best possible tax system.” While the public economics 
community draws on multiple models, seeking insights, not precise answers, 
Kocherlakota (2010, p. 4) says: “The ultimate goal of the NDPF [new dynamic public 
finance] is to provide relatively precise recommendations as to what taxes should be.”    
    While lessons from mechanism design have added to our understanding of 
taxation, this methodological narrowness rejects analyses that might be on point for a 
government considering a limited tax reform.  A limited approach to tax reform may 
occur out of political feasibility or to recognize a value in historical continuity or from 
limits in acceptable complexity and record-keeping requirements. Therefore, in our view, 
                                                 
22 A model (for example a game-theoretic equilibrium) that may be perfectly sensible with a small number 
of sophisticated agents may not be helpful for a large population with limitations in attention to long-term 
consequences, limited information about tax structures and limited payoff possibilities. More concretely, 
legislators, tax administrators and taxpayers have limited abilities to design, enforce and comply with 
complex tax structures. We think that model tractability makes it appropriate to assume rather than derive 
plausible conditions when one thinks the two approaches would lead to the same central conclusion, even 
though, of course, some other conclusions would not carry over.  
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limited tax reform analysis can inform relevant policy questions and hence should not be 
rejected on methodological principles.   
  In our view, the models available for analysis, like much of the underlying theory, 
remain limited and still too far from reality to proceed in any other fashion than that 
followed by the Meade committee.  Thus, we have identified basic research findings that 
we find relevant in thinking about practical tax setting, and also basic research findings 
that others may find relevant, but we do not. In the latter category, we have placed high 
implicit marginal tax rates on low earners in models with only an intensive margin 
(because the extensive margin is so important for low earners), the zero optimal tax rate 
at a known top of the earnings distribution (because the top is not known), the low and 
decreasing marginal tax rate on very high earners that comes from simulations using the 
lognormal distribution of skills (because the Pareto distribution is well documented to be 
a better fit), the argument for zero taxation of capital income from the aggregate 
efficiency result (because the theorem does not have that implication), the argument for 
zero taxation of capital income asymptotically (because bequest behavior does not 
conform with what is needed for this description of the asymptotic position of the 
economy), and the argument for zero taxation of capital income from the Atkinson-
Stiglitz theorem (because savings rates are not uniform in the population).   
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Behavioral response tax loss: 
 z=  - e z /(1-)
z
Top bracket: slope 1- above z*  




Optimal Top Tax Rate Derivation 
Note.  The figure depicts the derivation of the optimal top tax rate *=1/(1+a e) by 
considering a small reform around the optimum which increases the top marginal tax rate 
 by  above z*. A taxpayer with income z mechanically pays d [z-z*] extra taxes but, 
by definition of the elasticity e of earnings with respect to the net-of-tax rate 1-, also 
reduces his income by z=e z /(1-) leading to a loss in tax revenue equal  e z /(1-
). Summing across all top bracket taxpayers and denoting by zm the average income 
above z* and a=zm/(zm-z*)), we obtain the revenue maximizing tax rate *=1/(1+a e). 
This is the optimum tax rate when the government sets zero marginal welfare weights on 







Empirical Pareto Coefficients in the United States, 2005  
Note. The figure depicts in solid line the ratio a=zm/(zm-z*)  with z* ranging from $0 to 
$1,000,000 annual income and zm the average income above z* using US tax return 
micro data for 2005. Income is defined as Adjusted Gross Income reported on tax returns 
and is expressed in current 2005 dollars. Vertical lines depict the 90th percentile 
($99,200) and 99th percentile ($350,500) nominal thresholds as of 2005. The ratio a is 
equal to one at z*=0, and is almost constant above the 99th percentile and slightly below 
1.5, showing that the top of the distribution is extremely well approximated by a Pareto 
distribution for purposes of implementing the optimal top tax rate formula *=1/(1+a e). 
Denoting by h(z) the density and by H(z) the cdf of the income distribution, the figure 
also displays in dotted line the ratio z*)=z*h(z*)/(1-H(z*)) which is also approximately 
constant, around 1.5, above the top percentile. A decreasing (or constant) z) combined 
with a decreasing G(z) and a constant e(z) implies that the optimal marginal tax rate 
T'(z)=[1-G(z)]/[1-G(z) + z) e(z)] increases with z. 
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Comparison with Mankiw, Weinzierl, and Yagan (2009) 
 
Mankiw, Weinzierl and Yagan (2009) present eight lessons that they draw from the 
optimal tax literature.  Our paper agrees with some of their lessons but also draws some 
very different conclusions. In this appendix, we discuss some of the discrepancies 
between our interpretations, following the order of the eight lessons they present. 
Lesson 1: Optimal Marginal Tax Rate Schedules Depend on the Distribution of 
Ability: We agree. 
 
Lesson 2: The Optimal Marginal Tax Schedule Could Decline at High Incomes: 
Major disagreement.  
Mankiw, Weinzierl and Yagan base this lesson on two arguments. First, they present the 
zero top marginal tax rate result which, combined with positive marginal tax rates below 
the top, implies that the tax rate should decline as it approaches the top. Second, they 
discuss numerical simulations using log-normal skill distributions that show modest rates 
that sometimes decrease in the upper part of the distribution. They dismiss the results 
which use Pareto distributions and which obtain high tax rates on upper incomes on two 
grounds. First, they claim that one cannot infer the ability distribution without making 
unduly strong assumptions. Second, they examine the right tail of the wage density 
distribution using Current Population Survey (CPS) data (Figure 1, p. 154) and conclude 
that it is not possible to distinguish Pareto vs. log-normal distributions from such data. 
We find both of those arguments invalid – the zero at the top is not relevant for policy, as 
discussed above and in the online appendix, and the evidence is strongly supportive of 
the Pareto distribution.  
For any distribution with a thinner top tail that the Pareto distribution, such as a 
log-normal distribution, the parameter a=zm/(zm-z*) diverges to infinity. The test of 
Pareto vs. lognormal right tails presented by Mankiw, Weinzierl and Yagan (2009) in  
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their Figure 1, p. 154 lacks power for two reasons. First, it uses CPS data that is thin and 
top coded in the upper part of the distribution. Indeed, their graph covers a range of 
earnings from $80,000 to $150,000 (for full-time and full-year individuals working 2000 
hours per year). Second, it plots density fits that are inherently imprecise. As we made 
clear in the optimal top tax rate derivation, the statistic of central interest is a=zm/(zm-z*) 
as depicted on Figure 2 in our paper. This statistic is much more precise way to estimate 
the relevant shape than a density fit. Using individual tax return data which have high 
sampling at the top and no top coding, we show that the statistic a remains extremely 
stable over a very large range of incomes, which is much broader than the range 
considered by MWY. 
Furthermore, as our derivation has made clear, the optimal top rate derivation we 
have proposed does not require unusually strong assumptions in terms of homogeneity of 
preferences in the population or functional form assumptions. Mankiw, Weinzierl and 
Yagan cite the simulation results of Saez (2001) which by necessity require making 
functional form assumptions but fail to note that the general theoretical tax rate formula 
=1/(1+a e) is much more general than the numerical illustration. The virtue of the 
formula =1/(1+a e) is precisely that it depends only on estimable sufficient statistics.  
 
Lesson 3: A Flat Tax, with a Universal Lump-Sum Transfer, Could Be Close to 
Optimal: Major disagreement. 
The analysis we presented showed that, at the bottom, transfers initially increase with 
earnings to preserve incentives to participate in the labor force and then are phased-out 
with income at a high rate. Mankiw, Weinzierl and Yagan do not discuss the participation 
margin.  After transfers are phased-out, marginal tax rates should be lower for the broad 
middle class and then rise in the upper income groups due to declining marginal welfare 
weights and the Pareto shape of the income distribution toward the top but not lower 
down. Therefore, the optimal system appears quite different from a flat tax with a 
universal lump-sum transfer that they advocate.  
 




Lesson 5: Taxes Should Depend on Personal Characteristics As Well As Income: 
Some disagreement. 
While a model ignoring both complexity and social acceptability would reach this 
conclusion for many observable characteristics, we think that these two issues should get 
due respect. In practice, taxes and transfers depend significantly on only few 
characteristics (besides income) and those characteristics such as family structure or 
disability status are related to need.  
 
Lesson 6: Only Final Goods Ought to be Taxed, and Typically They Ought to be 
Taxed Uniformly: Some disagreement 
Limiting variation in commodity (or VAT) taxes is appropriate, but some variation seems 
well justified, although too much variation seems present in some systems.  A central part 
of our presentation is our disagreement with their inference that this line of argument 
supports not taxing capital income. 
 
Lesson 7: Capital Income Ought to Be Untaxed, At Least in Expectation: Major 
Disagreement 
Mankiw, Weinzierl and Yagan invoke three arguments for zero capital income taxes 
including two that we have addressed in the text and found not policy relevant.  They 
claim that the Diamond-Mirrlees aggregate efficiency result implies that capital income 
should not be taxed. We explained that the theorem does not have this implication in 
footnote 14.   
 
Lesson 8: In Stochastic Dynamic Economies, Optimal Tax Policy Requires 
Increased Sophistication: Some disagreement 
We agree that stochastic elements call for more sophisticated analysis and justify more 
sophisticated structures. However, we disagree with their emphasis on the optimality of a 
regressive interaction between capital income taxation and labor income that raises no 
revenue in expectation (referred to in the title of Lesson 7).  As discussed in footnote 21, 
they focus on one implementation of the mechanism design optimum with this property  
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but ignore the presence of a different implementation of the same optimum that has 
positive taxation of capital (Werning, 2010). It is not clear how to draw inferences from 
different implementations of a full mechanism design optimum when limited complexity 




Derivations of Optimal Tax Formulas 
 
Derivation of the optimal marginal tax rate at income level z in the Mirrlees 
model (Figure A1) 
 
Figure A1 depicts the optimal marginal tax rate derivation at income level z. Again, the 
horizontal axis in Figure A1 shows pre-tax income, while the vertical axis shows 
disposable income. Consider a situation in which the marginal tax rate is increased by  
in the band from z to z+Δz, but left unchanged anywhere else. The tax reform has three 
effects. First, the mechanical tax increase, leaving aside behavioral responses, will be the 
gap between the solid and dashed lines, shown by the vertical arrow equal to z. The 
total mechanical tax increase is M=z[1-H(z)] as there are 1-H(z) individuals above 
z. Second, this tax increase creates a social welfare cost of W=-z[1-H(z)]G(z) as 
G(z) is defined as the average social marginal welfare weight for individuals with income 
above z.  Third, there is a behavioral response to the tax change. Those in the income 
range from z to z+Δz have a behavioral response to the higher marginal tax rates, shown 
by the horizontal line pointing left. Assuming away income effects, this is the only 
behavioral response; those with income levels above z+Δz face no change in marginal tax 
rates and hence have no behavioral response. The h(z)z taxpayers in the band reduce 
their income by z=- e z/(1-T'(z))  where e is the elasticity of earnings z with respect to 
the net-of-tax rate 1-T'. This response leads to a tax loss equal to B=-h(z) e z T'(z)/(1-
T'(z))z. At the optimum, the three effects cancel out so that M+W+B=0. After 
introducing (z)=zh(z)/(1-H(z)), this leads to the optimal tax formula presented in the 
main text: 
(A1) T'(z)/(1-T'(z))=(1/e) (1-G(z)) (1-H(z))/(zh(z)), or T'(z)=[1-G(z)]/[1-G(z)+(z) e]. 
 
Derivation of the optimal marginal tax rate at the bottom in the Mirrlees 
model (Figure A2) 
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For expositional simplicity, let us consider a discrete version of the Mirrlees (1971) 
model developed in Piketty (1997) and Saez (2002).  
  As illustrated on Figure A2, suppose that low ability individuals can choose either 
to work and earn z1 or not work and earn zero. The government offers a transfer c0 to 
those not working phased out at rate 1 so that those working receive on net c1=(1-1) z1 + 
c0. In words, non-workers keep a fraction 1-1 of their earnings should they work and 
earn z1. Therefore, increasing 1 discourages some low income workers from working. 
Let us denote by H0 the fraction of non-workers in the economy and by e0=-(1-1)/H0 
H0/(1-1) the elasticity of non-workers H0 with respect to the net-of-tax rate 1-1, 
where the minus sign is used so that e0>0.  
  Suppose now that the government increases both the maximum transfer by c0 
and the phase-out rate by 1 leaving the tax schedule unchanged for those with income 
equal to or above z1 so that c0= z1 1as depicted on Figure A2. The fiscal cost is -H0 
c0 but the welfare benefit is H0 g0 c0 where g0 is the social welfare weight on non-
workers. If the government values redistribution, then g0>1 and g0 is potentially large as 
non-workers are the most disadvantaged. Because behavioral responses take place along 
the intensive margin only in the Mirrlees model, with no income change above z1, the 
labor supply of those above z1 is not affected by the reform. By definition of e0, a number 
H0=1 e0 H0 / (1-1) of low income workers stop working creating a revenue loss of 1 
z1 H0 = c0 H0 e0 1/(1-1). At the optimum, the three effects sum to zero leading to the 
optimal bottom rate formula: 
(A2)   1/(1-1)=(g0-1)/e0 or 1=(g0-1)/(g0-1+e0). 
Because g0 is large, 1 will also be large. For example, if g0=3 and e0=0.5 (an elasticity in 
the mid-range of empirical estimates), then 1=2/2.5=80%--a very high phase-out rate.
 
Formula (A2) is the optimal marginal tax rate at zero earnings in the standard Mirrlees 
(1971) model when there is an atom of non-workers, which is the most realistic case (this 
result does not seem to have been noticed in the literature). As is well known since Seade 
(1977), the optimal bottom tax rate is zero when everybody works and bottom earnings 
are strictly positive but this case is not practically relevant. 
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Derivation of the optimal bottom marginal tax rate with extensive labor 
supply responses (Figure A3) 
 
Consider now a model where behavioral responses of low and mid income earners take 
place through the extensive elasticity only, i.e., whether or not to work, and that earnings 
when working do not respond to marginal tax rates. As depicted on Figure A3, suppose 
the government starts from a transfer scheme with a positive phase-out rate 1 and 
introduces an additional small in-work benefit c1 that increases net transfers to low 
income workers earning z1. Let h1 be the fraction of low income workers with earnings 
z1. Let us denote by e1 the elasticity of h1 with respect to the participation net-of-tax rate 
1-1, so that e1=(1-1)/h1 h1/(1-1). The reform has again three effects. First, the reform 
has a mechanical fiscal cost M=-h1c1 for the government. Second, it generates a social 
welfare gain, W=g1h1c1 where g1 is the marginal social welfare weight on low income 
workers with earnings z1. Third, there is a tax revenue gain due to behavioral responses 
B=  1z1h1= e1 1/(1-1)h1c1. If g1>1, then W+M>0. In that case, if 1>0, then 
B>0 implying that 1>0 cannot be optimal. The optimal 1 is such that M+W+B=0 
implying that 
   ( A 3 )     1/(1-1)=(1-g1)/e1 or 1=(1-g1)/(1-g1+e1). 
 
Derivation of the optimal asymptotic marginal tax rate with a random finite 
population 
 
    Actual  distributions  are  both  bounded  and with a finite population that becomes 
progressively sparser in the upper tail. Moreover, the government does not know the 
exact realization of the earnings distribution when setting tax policy. Hence, the (known) 
bounded and finite model of optimal taxation does not seem practically useful for 
thinking about tax rates on top earners. 
    A more realistic scenario is that the government knows the distribution of realized 
earnings (conditional on a given tax policy). A simple way to model this is to assume that 
individual skills n are drawn from a known Pareto distribution that is unbounded and with 
density f(n). Any finite draw will generate a distribution that is both bounded and finite.  
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We retain the key assumption that individuals know their skill n before making their 
labor supply decision. 
    As the government does not know the exact draw ex-ante, a natural objective of the 
government is to maximize expected social welfare SWF=∫G(u(n))f(n)dn. The budget 
constraint for any particular draw is not met with an ex ante tax function. However, if the 
population is large enough, the actual budget is close to the expected budget as long as 
the share of income accruing to the very top earners is not too large. Hence, it is natural 
to assume that the budget constraint needs to hold in expectation ∫T(z)f(n)dn≥0.  Small 
fluctuations in debt from repeated realizations over time would justify use of a similar 
approximation. This replacement of the actual budget constraint by the expected budget 
constraint is the key point that generalizes the Mirrlees (1971) model to finite 
populations. Therefore, we are exactly back to the Mirrlees (1971) model and hence the 
optimal tax system is given by the standard formulas.  
  This in particular implies that the optimal top tax rate 
*=1/(1+a e) continues to 
apply with a the Pareto parameter of the expected earnings distribution. More concretely 
and coming back to our derivation presented in the text, recall that the optimal constant 
tax rate above z
* is given by formula 
*=1/(1+a e) with a=zm/z
*/(zm/z
*-1) and zm is the 
average income above z*. Obviously, zm (and hence a) are not defined if z
* is above the 
actual realized top. However, if the actual finite draw is unknown to the government 
when 
* is set, the government should naturally replace zm/z
* by Ezm/z
*, i.e., the expected 
average income above z
* divided by z
*. Given the very close fit of the Pareto distribution 
up to the very top of the distribution (something that can actually be verified with actual 
rich lists that have been compiled by the press in a number of cases), the natural 
assumption is that Ezm/z
* never converges to one.  
 
Appendix Reference not in the text 
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Pre-tax income z z 0
Mechanical tax increase: z [1-H(z)]
Social welfare effect: -z [1-H(z)] G(z)
Behavioral response: 
z=  - e z/(1-T’(z))
Tax loss: T’(z) zh ( z ) z
= -h(z) e z T’(z)/(1-T’(z)) z
z+z
Small band (z,z+z): slope 1- T’(z)  





Derivation of the Optimal Marginal Tax Rate at Income Level z in the 
Mirrlees Model 
Note. The figure depicts the optimal marginal tax rate derivation at income level z by 
considering a small reform around the optimum, whereby the marginal tax rate in the 
small band (z,z+z) is increased by . This reform mechanically increases taxes by 
z for all taxpayers above the small band, leading to a mechanical tax increase 
z[1-H(z)] and a social welfare cost of -z[1-H(z)]G(z). Assuming away income 
effects, the only behavioral response is a substitution effect in the small band: The h(z)z 
taxpayers in the band reduce their income by z=- e z/(1-T'(z)) leading to a tax loss 
equal to -h(z) e z T'(z)/(1-T'(z))z  . At the optimum, the three effects cancel out 
leading to the optimal tax formula T'(z)/(1-T'(z))=(1/e) (1-G(z)) (1-H(z))/(zh(z)), or 

















Reform: Increase 1 by 1 and c0 by c0=z11
1) Mechanical fiscal cost: M=-H0c1=-H0z11
2) Welfare effect: W=g0H0c1=g0H0z11
3) Fiscal cost due to behavioral responses:
B=-H0 1 z1 = 1e0 H0 1/(1-1) z1
Optimal phase-out rate 1:
M+W+B=0






Optimal Bottom Marginal Tax Rate with only Intensive Labor Supply 
Responses 
Note. The figure depicts the derivation of the optimal marginal tax rate at the bottom in 
the discrete Mirrlees (1971) model with labor supply responses along the intensive 
margin only. Let H0 be the fraction of the population not working. This is a function of 1-
1, the net-of-tax rate at the bottom, with elasticity e0. We consider a small reform around 
the optimum where the government increases the maximum transfer by c0 by increasing 
the phase-out rate by 1 leaving the tax schedule unchanged for those with income 
above z1, this creates three effects which cancel out at the optimum. At the optimum, we 
have 1/(1-1)=(g0-1)/e0 or 1=(g0-1)/(g0-1+e0). Under standard redistributive preferences, 















Starting from a positive phase-out rate 1>0:
1) Increasing transfers by c1 at z1 is desirable for 
redistribution: net effect (g1-1)h1 c1> 0 if g1>1
2) Participation response saves government revenue 
1 z1 h1 = e1 1/(1-1) h1 c1>0
 Win-win reform  …if intensive response is small
z1
Optimal phase-out rate 1:
(g1-1)h1 c1 + e1 1/(1-1) h1 c1= 0







Optimal Bottom Marginal Tax Rate with Extensive Labor Supply 
Responses 
Note. The figure depicts the derivation of the optimal marginal tax rate at the bottom in 
the discrete model with labor supply responses along the extensive margin only. Starting 
with a positive phase-out rate 1>0, the government introduces a small in-work benefit 
c1. Let h1 be the fraction of low income workers with earnings z1, and let e1 be the 
elasticity of h1 with respect to the participation net-of-tax rate 1-1. The reform has three 
standard effects: mechanical fiscal cost M=-h1c1, social welfare gain, W=g1h1c1, 
and tax revenue gain due to behavioral responses B= 1z1h1= e11/(1-1)h1c1. If g1>1, 
then W+M>0. If 1>0, then B>0 implying that 1>0 cannot be optimal. The optimal 
1 is such that M+W+B=0 implying that 1/(1-1)=(1-g1)/e1.  
 
 